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As aquatic therapy has become an important rehabilitative
option, more exercise programs have emerged. Ai Chi, is one
of the therapeutic aquatic exercise concepts with growing
potential. In our previous study, both types of aquatic
exercise, Ai Chi and conventional exercise, supported
the restoration of postural control in people with chronic
stroke, whereas Ai Chi seemed to have larger effects [1].
Along with the statistically significant amelioration
of weight shifting ability, number of participants who
reached clinical fall risk cutoff score was also higher in
Ai Chi group than in control group. We have attributed
the advantages of Ai Chi to the unique combination of
movement characteristics, such as postural challenge,
closed-chain movements, and multi-joint involvement.
Over the decades, the number of studies using Ai Chi
in stroke population is increasing. Ai Chi was mainly
opted to target lower extremity movement and postural
control [2]. The length of the intervention ranging from
4 weeks to 10 weeks and the session time varied from 30
to 60 minutes. The most common frequency was 2 to 3
times per week. Stroke frequently affects one side of the
body, and therefore maintaining stability in water is
expected to be challenging. In addition, potential muscle
synergy, hyper- or hypotonicity, joint range limitation,
and sometimes pain should always be closely observed.
To provide a safe Ai Chi training, the therapist should
understand the limitation in sensorimotor and cognitive
functions. Incomplete movements due to restrictions
in range of motion are adaptable in water. Buoyancy
can well assist the movements especially for uplifting
direction like abduction or flexion. It is possible for the
therapist to stand aside or in front of the clients and to
manually guide the movement of the hemiplegic side. In
many cases, subjects tend to show increased muscles tone
in the distal part (i.e. hands and feet). When the fingers
and wrists are rigid and/or tight, it is recommended to
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start with the proximal parts (i.e. shoulder and trunk)
and leave out the distal components in the beginning.
However, if the subjects have difficulties keeping the feet
on the floor when standing, the therapist can gently fix
the feet with his/her own feet in the beginning. As long as
the subjects start to develop control over lower extremity
in Ai Chi katas, they should be encouraged to maintain
balance without assistance. Katas involving single leg
stance and weight shifting in anteroposterior axis, such
as accepting with grace, rounding, and balancing, could
be difficult for subjects with increased calf muscle tone
and insufficient control of dorsiflexion and plantarflexion.
Patients or clients usually need more time to acquire these
katas with more assistance and cues from the therapist.
However, these katas bear important components of
selective movement control underweight support, and
thus beneficial for breaking down the synergy patterns
for individuals with hypertonicity. Other movements
requiring trunk rotation over 90 degrees or crosswalk
are particularly challenging due to lack of control in
ankle movements, especially inversion and eversion. For
example, patients/clients sometimes could only perform
sidewalk instead of crosswalk in flowing and reflecting.
The movement components are described in Table 1 and
in the Supplementary Table in our previous study [1].
Examples of Ai Chi katas are demonstrated in Figure 1. The
photos were reprinted with permission from International
Aquatic Therapy Faculty (2005).
Ai Chi can also be applied to other populations than
stroke. The characteristics of Ai Chi can be easily related to
the populations with balance deficits, such as elderly [3,4],
Parkinson’s disease (PD) [5-7], and multiple sclerosis
(MS) [8,9]. According to previous studies, Ai Chi seemed
to improve balance and functional mobility more than
land-based exercise. For those who intend to improve
balance and functional mobility, the session usually
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takes at least 35 minutes to 60 minutes at maximum. The
frequency varies from once a week to daily with total of 20
sessions approximately. In general, elderly with balance
deficits usually needs less time for intervention whereas
individuals with neurological disease (such as PD and MS)
require longer time in one intervention and more sessions
in total in order to obtain clinical improvements. The
design of Ai Chi program is based on similar principles
as other exercise programs. The session routinely starts
with 10 minutes of preparation, followed by the practice
Movement
Category

of Ai Chi sequence, and ends with another 10 minutes
of relaxation. The sequence progresses from easy to
more challenging katas. With many notable elements for
postural control, Ai Chi is beneficial for people who can
walk independently but with relatively high risks of fall
[10]. For instance, a slow increase of the amplitude of the
centre of gravity in the course of weeks for elderly or the
focus on medio-lateral stability with prevention of crossover strategies during katas with lateral displacement for
Parkinson patients [11].

Number

Kata
(Movement)

1

Contemplating

2

Floating

3

Uplifting

4

Enclosing

5

Folding

6

Soothing

7

Gathering

Lounge position

8

Freeing

Change between wide
stance and lounge
position

9

Shifting

Wide stance, weight
reciprocally shifted to left
and right

Position

Balance Components

Wide stance, weight
evenly distributed

Static balance: the center of gravity
remains unchanged over wide base
of support, with symmetrical upper
extremity movements.

Breathing
control

Trunk
stability

Basic
coordination

Lounge position, weight
constantly shifted forward
and backward

10

Accepting

11

Accepting with
grace

12

Rounding

13

Balancing

14

Flowing

Walking with cross steps

15

Reflecting

Walking with cross steps
and rotation

One leg standing

Advanced
coordination
16

Suspending

Dynamic balance (double-leg standing):
the center of gravity starts to shift over
narrowing base of support, and the
upper extremity movements become
asymmetrical.

Jumping

Dynamic balance (single-leg standing):
the base of support reduces largely from
double-leg to single-leg standing. Though
the upper extremity are symmetrical, the
challenge for balance has been greatly
increased.

Dynamic balance with complex gait
patterns: sideway and cross-walk patterns
are incorporated with upper extremity
movements may or may not be on the
same rhythm (leg-open with hand-open,
or leg-open with hand-closed)

Table 1: Description and training components of each Ai Chi kata.
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Accepting with grace

Balancing

Reflecting

Figure 1: Ai Chi katas.
Ai Chi can also be applied to other populations than
stroke. The characteristics of Ai Chi can be easily related to
the populations with balance deficits, such as elderly [3,4],
Parkinson’s disease (PD) [5-7], and multiple sclerosis
(MS) [8,9]. According to previous studies, Ai Chi seemed
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to improve balance and functional mobility more than
land-based exercise. For those who intend to improve
balance and functional mobility, the session usually
takes at least 35 minutes to 60 minutes at maximum. The
frequency varies from once a week to daily with total of 20
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sessions approximately. In general, elderly with balance
deficits usually needs less time for intervention whereas
individuals with neurological disease (such as PD and MS)
require longer time in one intervention and more sessions
in total in order to obtain clinical improvements. The
design of Ai Chi program is based on similar principles
as other exercise programs. The session routinely starts
with 10 minutes of preparation, followed by the practice
of Ai Chi sequence, and ends with another 10 minutes
of relaxation. The sequence progresses from easy to
more challenging katas. With many notable elements for
postural control, Ai Chi is beneficial for people who can
walk independently but with relatively high risks of fall
[10]. For instance, a slow increase of the amplitude of the
centre of gravity in the course of weeks for elderly or the
focus on medio-lateral stability with prevention of crossover strategies during katas with lateral displacement for
Parkinson patients [11].
In addition to movement characteristics, Ai Chi,
resembling Tai Chi, is also believed to involve cognitive
functions [12]. Ai Chi requires the subjects to perform
the movement while remembering the components and
sequence of the movements simultaneously. It is a dualtask situation, causing motor-cognitive interference and
providing cognitive challenges. Dual-task training can
improve cognitive functions and particularly executive
functions, which commonly declines in aging populations
and people with neurological disorders [13,14]. Moreover,
warm water immersion seems to induce cortical activation
in sensorimotor areas, boosting the training effects
[15]. Studies showed that simply standing in water
would increase cerebral blood flow and improve the
attenuation in sensorimotor areas [15-17]. The memory
task performance of elderly was significantly better in the
subjects standing in water than on land [18]. Assumingly,
the effect of immersion, acting as priming effect, might be
one of the factors to explain the prior training results of
aquatic therapy. According to two studies of Nissim, Ai
Chi is a feasible intervention for decreasing fall risks by
improving balance and working memory [19,20]. These
results showed that the beneficial effects of Ai Chi are not
confined to motor perspectives.
People with orthopaedic problems could be a good
example for Ai Chi application on populations other than
neurological disorders. People with non-specific chronic/
recurrent low back pain tend to stiffen their low back and
rely heavily on ankle strategy even when such strategy is not
the most appropriate choice [21]. Instead, the hip strategy
sometimes would be a functional choice for preventing
fall. Therefore, the focus and practice on hip strategies
is an emphasis during intervention [21]. Ai Chi including
katas that fulfill the definition of the anterior-posterior hip
control can be used to retrain the hip strategies, and such
effects can also be enhanced by the properties of water on
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fascia extensibility.
Fascia is the dense irregular connective tissue sheets
including aponeuroses, joint capsules, or endo-, peri, and epi-mysium [22]. Covering large area of the
musculoskeletal system, fascia plays an important role
in providing stability [23], allowing mobility [24], and
supporting force and transmission [24,25]. Ai Chi, with the
abovementioned characteristics, might be able to address
fascial issues. For instance, extensibility of the dorsal deep
fascia measured with the finger-floor-test (FFT) [26] was
improved after receiving regular care plus Ai Chi sessions,
while the extensibility was not increased in those who
only received regular care [9]. However, such increase of
extensibility (3.8cm) was slightly less than the minimal
detectable change (4.5cm) [27]. The small increase
might be due to the inelastic properties of dense layers
of collagenous fibers which are the major components of
extra-muscular part of the dorsal deep fascia. However,
slow movement with low force is suggested to augment
intramuscular thixotropic changes [28]. Therefore, in
addition to possible thixotropic changes, Ai Chi may also
increase the expression of nitric oxide resulting in fascia
relaxation by water immersion [22,29].
These immersion and movement effects on fascia also
could affect interstitial fluid flow as seen in lymphedema
after breast cancer surgery. Complete decongestive therapy
(CDT) is the gold standard of lymphedema management
[30]. Elements are strength training and elongation
exercises during first 3 months post-surgery, staring with
a low training intensity: slow, smooth, controlled and
repetitive. Ai Chi would satisfy this description. Originally,
Ai Chi is about stretching meridians, which coincides with
the increase of tensile forces on fascia [31]. Every of the
20 kata’s in Ai Chi includes arm movements under the
water surface, but adaptations will need to elevate the
arm above water, leading to an alternation of hydrostatic
pressure and gravity forces, both affecting interstitial
hypervolume/lymphedema. Hydrostatic pressure effects
on lymphedema have been described by Ambroza & Geigle
[32] and Tidhar & Katz-Leurer [33]. Recently, Deacon et
al. [34] compared slow paced Ai Chi movements (30-45°/
sec) with conventional aquatic therapy which contained
movements twice as fast in women with breast cancer
related lymphedema (BCRL). The results showed that
Ai Chi is a viable and more effective form of therapy
for arm volume reduction in women with BCRL. Other
Ai Chi adaptations in CDT like starting the movement
sequence of the arms with proximal joints instead of the
distal ones as described in the classical way, the inclusion
of explicit deep abdominal breathing or the focus on
thoracic movements in order to influence the sympathetic
innervation of vasculature in the upper part of the body
need to be established. The possible indications for Ai Chi
are listed in Table 2.
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Impairments

Functional limitations

Decreased joint mobility

Decreased static standing
balance

Decreased joint stability
Decreased muscle
strength
Decreased muscle
flexibility
Decreased muscle
endurance
Abnormal muscle tonicity
Synergistic patterns

Decreased dynamic
standing balance
Decreased postural
control
Decreased transferring
ability
Decreased walking ability
Decreased dual task
performance

Insufficient movement
control
Insufficient movement
coordination
Increased pain
Lack of isolated
movements (e.g. due to
pain)
Decreased fascia
extensibility
Decreased facia mobility
Adhesive tissues
Decreased executive
functions
Lymphoedema
Table 2: Indications of Ai Chi.
Overall, the benefits of Ai Chi could be attributed to
two major reasons: the effects of water immersion, and
the characteristics of the movement patterns. Many
positive effects of accumulative Ai Chi training were
found in literature. First, Ai Chi contains various standing
positions and requires constant control or shift of center
of gravity, which makes Ai Chi an ideal training for people
with balance deficits. It has been applied in elderly, and
people with certain neurological or orthopedic disorders.
Second, the stretch and slowness in the movement
might exert benefits on increasing extensibility of fascia,
and decreasing lymphoedema of people with breast
cancer. Third, the influence of immersion should not be
overlooked. Brain activation may alter due to hydrostatic
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pressure, leading to possible effects on cognitive function.
Water immersion might be able to boost the effect of Ai Chi,
or any aquatic therapy. Further physiological regulations
and mechanisms of Ai Chi are yet to be explored.
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